One crystal was mounted in a goniometer with four degrees of freedom so that it could be translated and rotated with small step sizes. The crystal was cut so that the (111) atomic plane was parallel with the top optical surface of the crystal.
The beam side was optically flat. The 3 9 mm long, 3 mm high, 9 mm wide crystal was bent through a vertical angle of 6 4 2+5 prad with a four point bender (see Fig. 1 ). The maximum extraction rate achieved was 150 kHz. I n this mode the limitation was the impact of particles scattered from the crystal in creating backgrounds for the operating collider experiments. The DO "lost protons" monitor, which was l/6 of the ring downstream from the crystal, reached the limit set by that experiment at an extraction rate between 50 and 150 kHz.
The crystal edge was between 5 and 8 times o, from the beam center.
This limitation was removed during a special store with 36 proton bunches and 3 antiproton bunches during which DO was not taking data. There were 3 x 10 12 protons circulating, and an extraction rate of 900 kHz was achieved.
The DO lost proton monitor exceeded its upper limit by a factor of two.
During that same store, the extraction rate was also studied as a function of luminosity. [8] .
We call this the "channeling efficiency" and define it as the difference between the aligned and unaligned interaction monitor rate, divided by the unaligned rate. The "surface loss" mentioned above does not lower this efficiency, and the dechanneling losses contribute only partially (once a proton has dechanneled after channeling through part of the crystal, it has less than 8.8% probability of a nuclear interaction). Thus we expect this efficiency to be slightly higher than the extraction efficiency. In operation, the interaction counter rates were sensitive to fluctuations arising from such effects as small horizontal deviations of the circulating beam.
Some of these effects could change in an unpredictable way in the time it took to do a typical 0, scan. To mitigate this time dependence, the best measurements were obtained by moving the crystal quickly back and forth from an aligned to a very unaligned vertical angle.
An example of such data is shown in Fig. 3 (top) .
These data were taken within minutes after the 0, scan shown in Fig. 3 (bottom) . The crystal was moved repeatedly to three different angles, one at the peak of the 0, scan, and one angle each in the left and right tail of the 0, scan.
In two stores in which the extraction was luminosity driven, the weighted average channeling efficiency was 3 2+4%. During the 84-bunch proton-only fill, the efficiency was 32*15%. The errors in these efficiences are derived from the rms scatter of the many data points about their average value [9] . The simulation [7] predicted an extraction efficiency of 35% for a realistic crystal.
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